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Sa nt Lazarus

Christina Gellert

Dear reades of the Lazarus-Magazine,
with this Summer Edition of the LazarusMagzine I want to introduce myself as the new
Chief Press Officer.
I am Christina Gellert, member of the Lazarus
Union since 2016 and since 2018 member of
the Executive Committee as Second Deputy
Secretary General. Since admission to the
Lazarus Union I am also part of the translation
team. I made my first steps within a knightly
organiation in the German Knightly Order of St.
Michael as secretary. Furthermore I am also
member of the German Knightly Order of St.
Michael, Vienna, and the German Knightly
Order of St. Peter and Paul.
I am looking forward to my new task and I invite
you all to send interesting reports to be
published in the Magazine.
Best regards
Yours
Christina
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Latest news
Upgrade of the International Lazarus Union to the «General
Consultative Status»

Thanks to his tireless support for the good

involved in the efforts concerning the

of the International Lazarus Union our

international appreciation of the Union –

former General Plenipotentiary and Special

especially

Ambassador with the United Nations, Prof.

Deputy

Senator h.c.

Gruber-Lavin.

Wolfgang

Steinhardt, has

our

General

General

Secretary

Plenipotentiary

and
Oliver

managed that the United Nations now
granted the General Consultative Status to

Hardly anyone would have believed int 2006,

our Lazarus Union. This is a big honour for

when

the Lazarus Union and for those who were

founded the Lazarus Union after five years

our

former

General

Plenipotentiary

abroad, what a success his foundation would
be.
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At the same time, however, we pleased woth

organisation with more than 22.000 members

all our critics, who have recently wanted to

in more than 120 countries around the world.

“sideline” us and have restriced or ended

Over

time,

this

foundation

became

social contact with the Lazarus Union.
A first major success was reached in 2014
when the United Nations granted the “Special

To all these critics, we would like to consider

Consultative

whether the United Nations really would have

Status”

to

the

International

granted our Union this honorable status (there

Lazarus Union.

are only 137 organisations with this status in
never

the world), even if there was only a little truth in

intended to rest on this laurels. The leadership

the accusations that were being made recently

of

– either through one-side press coverage or

The

International
the

Lazarus

Lazarus
Union

Union
was

constantly

endeavoured that its humanitarian support

through

unspoken

suspicions

by

other

would be appreciated at home and abroad.

institutions.

That this was indeed the case can be seen

The honor now granted by the United Natons

from the fact that the Lazarus Union was even

shows that that we, as a Union, have never

nomiated for the Nobel Prize in 2017.

had anything to reproach for and this will be
also the case in the future.

Even it the current success, the granting of the
“General Consultative Status”, no longer falls

I would therefore like to appeal to all our

within the term of the office of our former

relatives who have been sceptical about the

General Plenipotentiary, we must never forget

various allegations so far:

that it was HE who ensured that the Union has
„Do not listen to the baseless accusations and

now achieved this consultative status.

work with us for the good of humanity in
For this, he and all those who have contributed

accordance to our slogan

to this deserve a great deal of thanks from all
VIRIBUS UNITIS“

the members of the Union.

Senator Prof.h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt
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General Assembly 2019
Report by the former President and General Plenipotentiary
On March 2nd 2019 the Lazarus Union General

On the positive side because I was pleased with

Assembly took place. According to the new

the 100 % acceptance of my way of leading the

statutes,

the

union, my ideas, and my goals. I am especially

“delegates principle” which grants equal

pleased that the general assembly acepted my

chances of participating to all groups and

proposal and elected comreade Prof. DDr. Lothar

unions world-wide and also allows every

Gellert from Germany as my Vice General

member to run for any position and function

Representative. Lothar is almost ten years

with the Lazarus Union. The statutes also

younger than I am and has huge international

allowed for uniting 100 % of the votes by

experience. He will be introduced in detail soon.

delegates present and by means of power of

Lothar also agreed to make it possible for me to

proxy. The technical details of how this is

retire in the near future. As a „welcome present“

achieved can be looked up in the statutes, as

Lothar presented to me the frame lyrics for the

this would go beyond the scope of this

„Hym of Kreuzenstein castle“, written by himself.

reports.

As the CD could not be finished on time, the two

this

was

done

following

of us intoned the hymn as a premiere, much to
the amusement of the audience.
I will cooperate closely with Lothar for the next
one to two years to introduce him to everything
he needs to know and wants to know. I also want
to express my thanks to all the comrades who
travelled from distant locations to participate in
this general assembly.

Personally, I habe experienced mixed feelings
during this general assembly. On the negative
side, because it was not possible for me to find a
comrade who will relieve me from the burden of
General Representative and carry on loading and
developing the Lazarus Union further in his own
way. It shall be noted beforehand that all
resolutions have been made unanimously and I
want ot express my thanks to the board and the
directorate for their work and (despite a lot of
work) I am looking forward to the future and
many fine things we will experience together.
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A heartily thank you to comrade Friedrich Jares
who provided sweet delicacies for the general
assembly to indulge in.
The official minutes will report the course of the
general assembly in detail; I want to use this
chance to personally address some highlights.
Because of the large number of members worldwide it is not possible to conduct a general
assembly with all members, so we have once

Besides our main event, the „Investiture 2019“,

more invited some non-member guests to act as

also other events were presented which will bring

„observers“. It was a three-hour session where

much pleasure to many people. We plan to hold

many items from the past years were dealt with

our „Social Gala 2019“ on September 14th 2019

and discussed but also many issues planned for

where not only our Music Corps will be present

2019 were discussed and decided.

but also humanitarian organisations will be
awarded.

Prefect Karl Hrdina of the federal comradeship
Feldmarschall

Radetzky-Burgenland

was

awarded the Lazarus Union Friendship Medal in
Gold.
In between the agenda items, a brass sextet from
the Lazarus Union Music Corps provided some
pleasant intermissions. In addition, our Edith
Lentner form the Music Corps showed to us what
could

be

accomplished

by

one’s

one

determination. Just a year ago, she started
learning how to play harmonica and now she was
already able to give us virtuous performance a
the general assembly, which was greeted by lots
of applause. A big thank you to the Music Corps!

There will of course be more concerts and
appearances by the Music Corps. In 2019, the
marching formation will participate in an event
from the Viennese Brass Union and also at the
Austrian Brass Festival. It is not sure as of yet
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there will be an Air Day 2019 in cooperation with
the Stockerau Flying Club.
Management of the Lazarus Union finances was
rate das excellent, clear and transparent, not only
by the auditors but also by all present; the full
report will be published as well. The Lazarus
Union definitely has nothing to hide! For the sake
of completeness, it shall be noted here that as a
result of this financial report also the activities o
the board were formally approved unanimously.
Once more I want to thank all of you for your trust
I am also happy about much positive feedback on

in me! The board, the directorate and I will all do

our

courses,

provided

by

our

our best to further develop the Lazarus Union

Leadership

Academy

and

the

and strengthen its status with the world, the

possibility to take these courses online with a test

United Nations (we are short of receiving the

and a certicifate. A special thank you and a big

“General Consultative Status” with the United

kudos go to our Secretary General, Oliver

Nations, which currently is only awarded to 139

Gruber-Lavin. To train our officers is a big

NGOs) and in the hearts of all people. We feel

concern form e! Form April 2019 onwards, there

constrained to peace for the entire world and will

will be three training levels for Lazarus Union

live

Officers: 1) officer’s course, 2) staff officer’s

comradely and also jointly.

training

International

course,

3)

general

staff

officer’s

this

peace

within

the

Lazarus

Union

course.

Graduating these courses will be a requirement

„VIRIBUS UNITIS“

to joon officer’s ranks in the Lazarus Union. For
details, please see our web pages..

Yours
Wolfgang
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Further photo impressions:

Editorial note:
Due to the interim retirement of the former
General
some

Plenipotentiary Wolfgang

items

in

this

report

are

Steinhardt
outdated.

Meanwhile comrade Lothar Gellert has accepted
the office of the General Plenipotentiary. He will
be further on be thankfully supported by our
former General Plenipotentiary.
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Report of the Investiture of the Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus
Union on 13th April 2019 on Kreuzenstein Castle
Report by the former General Plenipotentiay
On 13th April 2019, in the castle chapel of
Kreuzenstein castle, the seat of the Lazarus
Union and its Knighthood of Honour, the 15th
investiture of the Knighthood of Honour of the
Lazarus Union took place. It was a dull and cold
day and the resulting “gloominess” in the castle
chapel reflected in a realistic way the hard times
the Lazarus Union has to endure now.

The celebration began with playing the Austrian
national anthem.
After the welcome address the remembering of
the dead comrades who proceded us to eternity
took place. Under the sounds of „Nearer my God
to thee“ the mourning banner was attached to the
corps flag, the memory candle was lighted and
our dead comrades were honourd with the song:
“Once I had a comrade….”.
As a prelude, some comrades could experience a

The next highlight was the inauguration of the

„great“ castle tour, in which also rooms and

new Grand Master of the Knighthood of Honour,

facilities of the Kreuzenstein castle could be

Prof. DDr. Lothar Gellert, who legally took over

visited, which are not accessible to the public.

the position as a General Plenipotentiary on 1st
April 2019. He was publicly introduced with this

Exactly at 05:00 p.m. the ceremony started. After

ceremony in his office as „Grand Master of the

the participants had formed (strictly according to

Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union“:

protocol and under the guidance of Grand
Chancellor Oliver Gruber Lavin the entry into the

After the new Grand Master had made his public

castle chapel that was occupied to the last place

oath, the outgoing Grand Master removed his

began with music accompaniment (sextet of the

official chain, his red mantle and his breast star,

Music Corps of the Lazarus Union).

took over the simple black mantle from the new
Grand Master as a sign of submission and
allegiance, and then handed over to him the
insignia of his new dignity. Afterwards the fanfare
of the Knights of Honour was played and withthe
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ceremonial sword in his hands Prof. Gellert took

to take part in had cancelled again his arrival for

over his official position.

„incomprehensible“ reasons and had not even
sent a „message of greeting“, Senator Steinhardt
took over the planned speech of the Grand
Protector.
In his speech he concentrated on „honour,
sincerity and courage“.
On the occasion of his inauguration in 2015, the
Grand Protector of the Lazarus Union publicly
promised „….. in his honour …. “among other
things“….to protect and promote the Lazarus
Union and its Knighthood of Honour as Grand

On behalf of all present officers and Knights of

Master…… I will not allow Lazarus Union and its

Honours our founding member Chev. Wolfgang

Knighthood of Honour from the outside!”

Leitner spoke the “Lazarus Union Officer’s
pledge“ after the assigned officers had come to

Especially in difficult times the Lazarus Union has

the corps flag and put their hands on the flag

to cope with unjustified and malicious allegations,

during the reading of the officer’s pledge. After

insinuations and lies, which were incidentally

reading the oath formula “… I promise on my

refuted a long time ago, we could have expected

honour” the assigned officers were asked” “Do

that the Grand Protector defends the Lazarus

you promise that?” and all answered in unison

Union and that he at least expresses his

“Yes, we promise!”. The conclusion of this act

solidarity and finds words of comfort and

was a chorale.

encouragement in the occation of the investiture.
He had preferred „to take himself out of the line

The following farewell speech of the outgoing

of attack“ because (he was advised) „it would not

General Plenipotentiary and Grand Master of the

have been of any use….“. Senator Steinhardt

Lazarus Union, Senator Prof. h.c.. Wolfgang

unequivocally asked the question whether the

Steinhardt, was quite an affair!

Lazarus Union still wanted such an acting Grand
Protector. But this was not anymore his decision,
but the decision of the new leadership. He
therefore asked to see and evaluate these
statements as his personal and honest opinion as
now a simple member of the Lazarus Union.
(Note: On April 22nd 2019 the Grand Protector of
the Lazarus Union was relieved of his position by
the new General Plenipotentiary.)
With every sentence, even every word, the core
of the matter was hit with razor-sharp logic. With

As the Grand Protector of the Lazarus Union, BM

a fine but well guided blade hints were given to

a.D. Dr. Werner Fasslabend, despite the promise

persons who could have deeply disappointed
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Senator Steinhardt and ultimately were at least

A long-lasting applause underlined the effect of

an essential piece of mosaic for his decision to

the words.

hand

and

As a great and „unscheduled“ surprise for the

unmistakable logic every sentence was a “hit“!

outgoing Grandmaster (he is known to love no

Virtues such as honesty and gratitude were

„surprises“

clearly mentioned, which many people, even if

Grandmaster took his breast star (the „Grand

they call themselves “friends”, were unfortunately

Star of the Lazarus Union“ is the highest award

often missing. Selfishness plays often a dominate

the Lazarus Union has to award and the General

role for many people!

Plenipotentiary carries this award during his term

over

his

office.

With

acumen

drung

investitures)

the

new

of office) and handed it over to Senator Prof. h.c.
Nevertheless the final balance of his activity for

Wolfgang Steinhardt as thanks and visible award

the Lazarus Union that lasted for over 12 years

for his achievements for the Lazarus Union.

was positive. Senator Steinhardt stated: „I thank

Visibly

you for the time I was allowed to spend as your

Steinhardt accpeted this unexpected tribute in

General

the

humility and thanks. He is now (except the

disappointments and setbacks I do not want to

Grandmater) the only carrier of this highest

miss this time in my busy and fulfilling life. I wish

award of the Lazarus Union.

Plenipotentiary.

Despite

all

touched

by

this

surprise

Senator

the Lazarus Union all the best and the success it
deserves. Nobody in the Lazarus Union or the
Lazarus Union itself needs to be afraid. There are
no secrets inside the Lazarus Union and bout the
Lazarus Union. The Lazarus Union was, is and
will be in the future an organisation that anyone
can be proud of, who has the privilege of
contributing here as one of the currently more
than

23.000

members

world-wide!”

Senator Prof.h,c Wolfgang Steinhardt (left) und
Prof.Dr.Lothar Gellert (right)
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Thereafter the admission of the new „Dame

Thirteen postulants were added to the „Knights of

Expectants“ and „Knight Expectants“ in the

Honour“ and all postulants publicly took their

Knighthood of Honour took place. In total 13 new

oath. The postulants, who could not be present in

expectants were accepted.

person, had done so in writing in advance.

The following comrades were elevated tot he

Als Knight of Honour and Dame of Honour were

status of „Dame Expectant“ or „Knight Expectant

admitted (ranked after the alphabet of the first

of the Knighthood of Honour of theLazarus

name):

Union“

Christian Volgger

(called

expectants)

(ranked

in

the

Friedrich Ehn

alphabet of the given name):

Gerhard Forstner
Angelika Krause

Günter Haschka

Ewald Bastron

Hans Georg Pesch

Giedrius Paulius Kalninis

Harald Riegler

Johann Wukovits

Markus Hackl

Martin Grund

Leopold Volnhals

Oi Volnhals

Peter Jung

Torsten Bendrat
Vasily Weber

The names of absent postulants have been read
out according to the statutes and are therefore

The names of non-present comrades were read

admitted. These are:

out according to the statutes and they are

Adolf Obendrauf, Gabriele Neuen und Peter

therefore also accpeted. These are:

Michael Neuen.

Friedrich Jares, Ingrid Volgger, Michael Dan

After the postulants received the sword, mantle

and Walter Martetschläger.

and Cross of the Knighthood of Honour the
Knights‘ Fanfare was played for each postulant

After a musical transition the actual hightlight of

and for his honour. They were welcomed with a

the investiture ceremony took place. The final

big applause.

admission of the „expectants“ to the Knighthood
of Honour of the Lazarus Union. An important

After the „Saint Francis prayer“ and the „Prayer

and very good step to consider! It was expressly

from the Austrian tattoo“ this important part of the

pointed out again that this Knighthood of Honour

ceremony ended with the „Triumphal march from

cannet be ended unilaterally by the Knight of

the opera Aida“.

Honour. Only the Chapter of the Knighthood of
Honour can release a Knight of Honour from his

With the next itelm „Promotion and Awards“ this

promise or deny him his Knighthood of Honour.

15th investiture was slowly coming to an end.

The admission to the Knighthood of Honour as
„expectant“ and also the decision to become a

The following comrades were promoted to

“Knight of Honour” has to be made by secret

„officers“ (the preliminary stage to the Knighthood

ballot and unanimously.

of Honour):
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Anita Hartmann

future. The celebration officially ended with the

Betina Heindel

words „VIRIBUS UNITIS“.

Elisbeth Raidl
Maik Sülzle (Chev. Danny Koch took over the

Accompanied by the Lazarus Union march the

insignia for him)

moving out took place to make the usual group

Markus Sell

photo according to the rules of the „protocol“ in

Dr. Thomas Draxler

the courtyard. Here the company „Festlmacher“
has

perfectly

prepared

the

agape

in

the

The following comrades were admitted „Knight

meantime. Unfortunately, it was already very cold

Commanders”:

and it was quickly dark, so that the social
conclusion of this very beautiful and impressive

Toivo Hujanen

celebration was unfortunately missing. The castle

Herbert Alexander Bauer

courtyard of Kreuzenstein castle in the twilight

Komm.Rat Dkfm. Harry Tomek was awarded
the dignity of a „Grand Cross Knight of the
Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union”. So
far only five Knights of Honour have been
awarded with this high dignity and high rank in
the ten-year history of the Lazarus Union. Among
them Governor a.D. Dr. Erwin Pröll, who received
this honour in 2018 on the occasion of the 14th
investiture in the Theresian Military Academy in
Wiener Neustadt!

already has an impressive flair nobody could
escape.
Finally a big thank you to the lord of the manor,
Hans Christian Graf Wilczek, Collar Knight of the
Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union, for
the hospitality and the castellan Michael Schandl,
who supported us wonderfully and energetically
in the run-up and of course to the musicians of
our Music Corps, which contributed significantly
to the success with over twenty pieces of music.

Furher photo impressions:

After the „Rainer Marsch“ the new Grandmaster
spoke his closing words. He thanked all the
comrades for their efforts in carrying out this 15th
investiture of the Knighthood of Honour and also
asked for their help, support and loyality in the
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The new General Plenipotentiary of the Lazarus Union
and
Grandmaster of the Knighthood of Honour
Professor Dr.Dr.h.c.(UA) Lothar Gellert

15
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Greetingwords of the new General Plenipotentiary

On April 13, 2019, the former long-time founder and General Plenipotentiary of the LAZARUS UNION,
Senator Professor h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt officially and solemnly handed over the administration to
me at the 15th Investiture Ceremony of the Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union at the
Kreuzenstein Castle, and so I would like to introduce myself here.
My name is Dr. Lothar Gellert and I live in Germany. By profession I'm a university teacher at the
"Federal University of Administrative Sciences" in Münster.
The first steps of my chivalrous career I made 5 years ago in the German Saint Michael Knightly Order
and my involvement in this and other chivalrous organizations has brought me together over the years
with many valuable and interesting people, including the previous General Plenipotentiary of the
Lazarus Union Wolfgang Steinhardt. Through him I got to know the LAZARUS UNION and
appreciated the idea behind this organization.
After joining the LAZARUS UNION, I have performed various tasks within the organization, such as
being the Deputy Dean of the International Leadership Academy and the Commander of the CSLI
Germany for the region of EastGermany. An important and honourable step for me was the
acceptance into the Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union in 2016.

When I am now at the head of the LAZARUS UNION, this is only possible because my family - my
wonderful wife and our able son - are also active in this organization and support me in my doing.
Together with all my friends and comrades, I would like to continue the lifework of our previous
General Plenipotentiary in his spirit. And I would like to take this opportunity to express my thanks on
behalf of all comrades for the creation of this life-work and the realization of his vision. I would like to
thank already now all the commanders of the various countries and groups, the Board and the
Supervisory Board as well as all friends of the LAZARUS UNION for their support in order to
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accomplish many common charitable works together, in accordance with our motto: "VIRIBUS
UNITIS" (by joined forces).

The wording of the public oath I gave:

"... before the chapter assembled here, the Grand Officers, the honorable
ladies and honorary knights, postulants, knight candidates and this
community I promise in my honour to protect and promote the LAZARUS
UNION and its Knighthood of Honour as Grand Master. I will not allow
the LAZARUS UNION and its Knighthood of Honour to be harmed.
Neither from the inside nor from the outside! So I accept faithful and in
humility from you the insignia of my dignity: the coat, the collar and the
breast star and the sword of honour. May I be worthy of trust ..."
are not only spoken words for me but also a personal commitment!

Professor Dr. Dr. hc (UA) Lothar Gellert
General Plenipotentiary Grandmaster of the Knighthood of Honour of the LAZARUS UNION
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LAZARUS UNION Lower Bavaria
The 75 year old Karlheinz Zängle establishes LAZARUS UNION in Lower Bavaria

Report by Sven Tratschitt

POCKING - Since the beginning of this

on board which was founded only four years ago.

year the LAZARUS UNION (Union Corps

No wonder:

Karlheinz Zängle and his wife

Saint Lazarus International - CSLI) is now

Juliette

also

30th

May

(the

Ascension

very

engaged

in

this

association!!

also established in Lower Bavaria..
On

are

Day)

the

Commander of South Germany, Prof. Dr. Torsten
Bendrat, promoted 75 year old Karlheinz Zängle
to the Commander of the LAZARUS UNION e.V.
Lower Bavaria with rank of a colonel CSLI and he
handed out the official decree as a group
member of the LAZARUS UNION. This took
place in the inner courtyard of the monastery
“Stift Reichersberg”. Afterwards there was a
common lunch and a little walk through the spa
park of Bad Füssing.

Through this cooperation there is now a “win-winsituation”: “VNH Vital” also collects donations for
projects of the LAZARUS UNION. Karlheinz
Zängle points out: “The money will be used
specifically for regional projects.” Actually the
following projects are planned: Women’s shelter
Passau,

German

Maternal

Convalescence

Movement, District Youth Organisation and The
White Ring. These institutions shall benefit from
the charitable work in the sense of the Holy
Lazarus.

The Lazarus Union Lower Bavaria e.V. has only
ten members in Pocking and Bad Füssing and
was established as a registered association until
the beginning of January 2019. This “branch”of
the international operating helping association in
now

General

Consultative

Status

with

the

ECOSOC of the United Nations based on
Kreuzenstein Castle in Leobendorf (Austria) got
the neighbourhood assistance named “VNH Vital”
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Introducing meeting for new members of CSLI Germany in Hamburg

On Saturday, 16th March 2019, Hans-Georg

Afterwards the guests presented their own

Pesch,

personal vita and explained why they jointed the

Colonel

CSLI,

invited

the

new

members of the Lazarus Union/CSLI Northern

CSLI resp. want to do so.

Germany to take part in an introducing

Many new members stated that they are involved

meeting that took place in a restaurant in

for many years in social associations by financial

Hamburg.

support,

Unfortunately 4 guests were not able to come for

engagement.

illness and professional reasons. Hamburg was

Society” and many other organisations.

chosen because many members had to arrive

After

from a longer distance, e.g. Heide, Dithmarschen

Comrade Pesch answered the questions asked

and Itzehoe.

by the guests. Furthermore he talked about

Exactly at 18.00 o’clock the first guests arrived.

project planning and trainings of ILA and he

Comrade Hans-Georg Pesch welcomed the first

explained the structure, the sense and purpose

guest, Mr. Werner Petersen and his wife. Until

and the modules of ILA.

the other guests and new members arrived it was

Comrade Marcus Reichenberger proposed to

possible to talk about the LU, concerning its

meet 2 to 3 times a year in order to discuss with

organization and structure.

the

payment

all

For

in

example

members

help

of

kind

and
in

introduced

Whiteboard

personal

the

“Kolping

themselves

mindmapping

and

brainstorming the realization of projects.
Furthermore greater presentations with technical
helps for a greater audience are planned to
attract more members and to increase the level
of awareness of LU/CSLI in Germany. For these
informational

meetings

comrade

Pesch

suggested the “Pro Vitas Treff” located at his
working place.

All members accepted this

suggestion. Comrade Björn Rohde can possibly
provide rooms with the help of his “Kolping
Family”.

It

is

planned

to

distribute

these

informational evening concerning the location so
After all guests and interested people arrived and

that for all members the arrivals are more fair

were supplied with drinks comrade Hans-Georg

concerning the distance The comrades Rohde

Pesch introduced himself to the present persons

and Hahn delivered new donation boxes for good

and explained his function within the LU and the

causes. After one and a half hour there was a

CSLI.

break in order to choose a meal from the menue

Afterwards the guests presented their own

card because it is known that you get hungry

personal vita and explained why they jointed the

during long talks.

CSLI resp. want to do so.

After the dinner some further questions were
answered. Comrade Henningsen asked if he
could have advisory function concerning sailing

trips because he possesses some sailing and

The successful meeting came to an end at 21:00

boating licenses. Comrade Pesch will discuss

o’clock.

this with his National Commander and his Union

Comrade Pesch thanked all members for being

Commander in Vienna.

there and said good bye.

At the end of this evening there was an honour
for three merited guests. It was a special honour

Result: It was a very successful evening to which

and joy for comrade Pesch to hand out these

all guests, members and interested people took

awards in the name of the Lazarus Union and

part in. We are looking forward to the further

CSLI.

meetings

The awards were given to the comrades André

spectacularly.

Hahn,

Marcus

Reichenberger

and

which

will

be

certainly

more

Werner

Petersen. The honours to Mr. Pohl had to be
moved to another meeting because of his

Text:

Hans-Georg Pesch, Col. CSLI Photos:

absence.

André Hahn, Ensign CSLI

The surprise of the evening was the donation of

Permission to publish the photos was given by

130 Euro the new members gave spontaneously.

the members.

This amount was rounded up to 200 Euro by
comrade Pesch. After consultation this amount
will be used for good causes.
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A Harley for the Holy Father and an orphanage for Uganda
Peace-ride 2019 of the JESUS BIKER® to Rome
The ecumencial group of Christian bikers

The PEACE-RIDE® (biker jargon) is intended to

called the JESUS BIKER® of the SOF/Lazarus

show that the life of Christian values and the love

Union CSLI-comrades Dr. Thomas Draxler

of motorcycling in everyday life do not have to be

and Markus Sell decided a big task for 2019.

mutually exclusive. As a special present the

In July they drive to Rome with their hot

Jesus bikers carry a special gift in their baggage:

wheels in a motorcade in order to donate a

A white Harley-Davidson. This is currently being

white Harley Davidson to the Holy Father

built in elaborate handiwork completely as a

which they are now building exclusively for

single piece, specially painted and gilded, and is

him. On their journey to Rome they will stop

to be handed over to the Holy Father on arrival in

in Austria.

Rome on July 7th. The motorcycle is sponsored
by Christoph Repp. Money is no object for the
managing director of Harley-Davidson Würzburg

Already in 2017 the JESUS BIKER ® caused a

Village. Approx. 20.000 Euros will be invested in

sensation across the whole of Germany. Via

the exclusive, "white unique motorcyle," as it is

Facebook they asked to fulfil a last wish for a

affectionately known in-house, in about 2.000

terminally ill person. Nearly 1000 biker from

working hours.

Germany, Austria and from Switzerland came to
accompany the cance patient on a biker tour to a

Since, of course, it is clear that the Holy Father

water reservoir (we already reported about this).

does not keep the motorcycle for private
pleasure, a small condition is linked to the gift: An
auction house has to sell the motorbike to the

Now it will be time again: An initial idea, that has

highest bidder. According to leading motorcycle

been carried out by the comrade Thomas for

magazines in Europe, the realistically achievable

more than three years, becomes true and will

collector’s price is between 200.000 and 300.000

take place in the summer under great media

Euros. The money will be used to build an

interest. Together with his SOF comrade and

orphanage in Uganda, where unintended children

press officer Markus, as well as an organizing

outcast by the society will be provided and

team of three other Jesus bikers, he has been

receive education.

planning this elaborate event for months down to
the smallest detail. Together with Father Karl

Seven stages – 1.900 kilometres

Wallner, the national director of MISSIO Austria,

The tour will start on 29th June in the area of

the idea was turned into reality and in the middle

Aschaffenburg (Germany). The first stop will be

of last year the contact with the Vatican was

at the motorway services “Geiselwind” between

established. By the way, the route is worked out

Würzburg und Nuremburg where a great event

and the accommodation is booked for 60 people.

with American cars and motorcycles will take
place. Here the Jesus Biker will present the “Holy

Peace Ride for a good cause

Father Harley” and take part in an open air mass
with the visitors of the Street Mag Show.
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Afterwards they drive in one-day stages to Rome

Babu Gerorge. The revenues from the auction of

– via Altötting (Germany), Stift Heiligenkreuz

the Harley-Davidson are specifically intended for

(Austria), Klagenfurt (Austria), Padua (Italy) and

a social project of the Pontifical Missions

Assisi (Italy). In Rome they will then hand over

Services. The third project is a kindergarden

the motorcycle – if everything goes well like it is

project

planned for a long time. At each one-day stage

“Franziskanischen Gemeinschaft von Bethanien“

evening events with the Jesus Bikers and the

in Aschaffenburg by selling monastery beer that

JESUS BIKER BAND (JBB) are planned. At Stift

was

Heiligenkreuz the bikers will carry out the evening

transportation vehicle sponsored by Brauerei

mass on Monday, 1st July at 06:00 p.m. This

Bergmann from Glattbach near Aschaffenburg

mass will to be broadcast live on television

will accompany the PEACE-RIDE together with

(EWTN).

monks of the Franciscan community.

Invitation to CSLI-members

For further information see www.peace-ride.eu

Biertransporter wird zusammen mit Mönchen der

www.peace-ride.eu

Franziskanischen

Gemeinschaft

in

Brazil

specially

that

produced

is

financed

for

this.

by

A

the

beer

den

PEACERIDE begleiten.
There are surely some motorcycle enthusiasts
among the Lazarus Union. As the peace ride will
stop at Vienna and Klagenfurt initiators would be
naturally glad to welcome comrades of the CSLI
in

order

to

present

the

project

and

the

extraordinary motorbike. If someone wants to
take part in the tour on his own motorbike this is
naturally possible and wanted!
3 SOF-Comrades & Jesus Biker
The corso consisting of approx. 30 Jesus Bikern,

From left to right: Tom Draxler (he drives the Holy

the

the

Father-Harley to Rome), Markus Sell (press

„Motorrad-Sponsors Harley-Davidson Würzburg-

officer and promoter), Thomas Draxler (founder

Village“ and selected representatives of several

of the Jesus Biker® and promoter

„Harleyluja-Davidson“,

members

of

public broadcasting organisations and journalists
of the trade press will stop on Monday, 1st July in

Background infos: The healthcare professional

Stift Heiligenkreuz and on Tuesday, 2nd July in in

Dr. Thomas Draxler founded the Jesus Biker® in

Klagenfurt on Wörthersee.

2014. Meanwhile it is a group of approx. 40
bikers who take up their hobby and who do social

The

revenues

will

finance

three

social

work. They live the ecumenical Christianity in an

projects

exemplary manner: Catholics and Protestants,

With this PEACE-RIDE® action the Jesus Biker

Syrian- and Greek Orthodox, Free Christians and

promote the precious work of Father Karl Wallner

Christians without church connexion care for their

for MISSIO Austria and collect donations for their

spiritual similarities and not for the confessional

own heart project of the Tribal Mission Friends –

differences of their confessions. Among the

the Indian Mission of their biker brother Canon
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Jesus Biker there are several priests and

idea for the peace ride to Rome to collect as

deacons of different confessions and the Jesus

much money as possible – came true. The

Biker Band JBB. During the German Catholic

SOF/CSLIcomrades Thomas Draxler and Markus

Convention in 2016 and 2018 precious contact

Sell with their Jesus Biker Orga-Team are

were made – among them the contact with

responsible

for

the

PEACE-RIDE®.

Father Karl Waller of MISSIO Austria – and the

A Harley for the Holy Father
Extraordinary investiture of Bernd Höhle in the St. Peter’s Basilica
The Harley for the Holy Father will be

At the end he blessed all participants of the

auctioned in order to finance an orphanage in

PEACE-RIDE as well as the motorbike and the

Uganda.

leather vest so that the peace ride to Rome is
now officially under the patronage of the Holy

The Jesus Biker, the sponsor Christoph Repp,

Father.

the representatives of the Lazarus Union, Bernd

The motorbike will be finally handed out to the

Höhle, Dr. Thomas Draxler and Markus Sell as

Pontifical Mission Societies and will be auctioned

well as the Austrian Missio (Pontifical Mission

to finance an orphanage in Uganda.

Societies) National Director Prof. Father Dr. Karl
Wallner

personally handed

out

the

“White

Original” to the Holy Father during a special
audience. He was very delighted and impressed
by the motorbike and the extraordinary action of
the PEACE-RIDE. 16 people from Germany
arrived to meet the Holy Father in the St. Peter’s
Square.
The

Pope

surprised

with

German

conversation
It was a special moment for the Jesus Biker when
the Holy Father welcomed them in German and
he asked them: “Many thanks for your visit! Many
thanks! Pray for me. Please do not forget this!
This work is not easy. I need the prayers.”
The highlight everybody hoped for since several
months arised after the PEACE-RIDE and its
social projects were presented: the signature!
The Holy Father signed his name on the fuel tank
of the motorbike and on the white Jesus Biker
habit that was only produced for him.
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Extraordinary investiture of a Jesus Biker in
the St. Peter’s Basilica
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In the evening there was a special handing out of
a habit to Bernd Höhle. After the evening mass in
the

St.

Peter’s

Basilica

the

high-ranking

representative of the international aid association
“Lazarus Union” (with a Special Consultative
Status with the UN) was solemnly called up into
the motor group during an investiture ceremony.
The National Director Prof. Father Dr. Karl
Wallner handed out the habit of the Jesus Biker
with a blessing.
“It as a special day for me. At first the audience
with blessing by the Holy Father and then the
most exceptional investiture that ever took place
in the St. Peter’s Basilica”, Bernd Höhle said with
a sly smile.
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Appointment of the Special Ambassador to the United Nation
As one of his first official act the new

to the Charta of the United Nations. It is important

General Plenipotentiary of the Lazarus

for the Lazarus Union to continue this way. One

Union Prof.DDr. Lothar Gellert appointed

can fully agree with this statements.

his

predecessor

Wolfgang

Senator

Steinhardt

Prof.

as

h.c.

“Special

Ambassador of the Lazarus Union to the
United Nations” and as Head of all

It is sufficiently well known that under the
leadership

of

Senator

Prof.

h.c. Wolfgang

Steinhardt the Lazarus Union was not only
awarded the „Special Consultative Status” in
2014. In 2017 the Lazarus Union was nominated

Delegations of the Lazarus Union to the

for the Nobel Peace Prize in 2017. And recently

United Nations in New York, Geneva and

the Lazarus Union received the status of a

Vienna

General Consultative Status.
We wish our new comrade every success and
pleasure

in

his

new

appointment

that

is

internationally very important for the Lazarus
Union.
As a special success of his work our new Special
Ambassador can record for himself, that the
ECOSOC in its Plenary Session of July this year
decided to grant the “General Consultant Status”
to the Lazarus Union The International Lazarus
Union thanks its former General Plenipotentiary
and its Secretary General Oliver Gruber-Lavin,
who have worked tirelessly for the recognition of
the
This ensures the continuation of the successful
many years’ work of the Lazarus Union to the
United Nations as NGO with Special Consultative
Status, recently classified to General Cosultative
Status.
After

his

appointment

the

new

Special

Ambassador of the United Nations pointed out
that the Lazarus Union still feels deeply obliged

25

work

of

the

Lazarus

Union

on

the

international stage by the United Nations.
The upgrading to General Consultant of the
United Nations is a special honor for the Lazarus
Union

in

that

there

are

only

about

137

organizations worldwide with this status (by
comparison, the number of organizations with
Special Consultant status amounts to more than
3000).
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Greatest donation for the region – Delegation trip to Ghana

A report by Gen CSLI Bernd Höhle
Bernd Höhle and King Céphas Bansah
have known each other from the beginning of
2000. Since that time he supports aid projects in
his kingdom. The martial artist from Stadthagen
Bernd Höhe in his function as ambassador for the
Child Welfare Organisation and Dr. Kindermann
visited Ghana. On their own experience they
were able to determine the real need for surviving
of the people in Ghana. The Child Welfare
Organisation

INTERNATIONAL

CHILDREN

HELP (ICH e.v) supported them with different
actions and relief supplies – inter alia deliveries

The team of ICH e.V. was active day and night.

of fully equipped ambulances and school busses,

The volunteers collected the goods which were

with

a

temporarirly stored in Stadthagen. They were

vocational school where annually 60 girls are

cleaned, repaired and packed – afterward 35

trained as sewers) and a bridge for passenger

container could start their journey.The action was

transport.

organisation

possible by the help of many volunteers: the

supported the school’s equipment with running

team of ICH under the leadership of Dipl. Ing.

water, toilets, solar systems for generating

Karl-Werner

electricity and much more.

Stadtagen, Mario Winkelmann, FrightGuys.

financing

schools

Furthermore

(among

the

others

Coith,

Bernd

Höhle,

THW

The current action emphasized on the equipment
of a hospital. For this action the German town
named Stadthagen collected material donations
throughout Germany for many months. The
company Mann & Schröder GmbH situated in
Siegelbach donated 25.000 bottles of baby care
products.

The

donation

included

diagnostic

ultrasound equipment as well as material for
operating rooms The biggest item were however
60 complete equipments with modern nursing
beds for the patient’s rooms.
Even the president paid great attention the
delivery valued at approx.. 500.00 Euro. During a
radio

programme

he

paid

tribute

to

the

commitment of Stadthagen.
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Besides all donations in kind, money for the
transport was necessary. Ernst Knapp from
Wüstenrot

helped

notably

by

a

generous

donation. From his donation of 100.000 Euro the
freight costs from Hamburg to Tema (Ghana)
were also financed, which amounted to 31.000
Euro.
In Tema the containers were unloaded and then
had to travel again with trucks to Bolgatana – an
almost 30 hours journey. Bolgatana is the capital
city of the Upper East Region in Ghana and is
situated near the crisis area of Burkina Faso (the
Federal Foreign Office had expressively warned
not to travel directly to Burkina Faso.).
In Bolga (as ist is called in Ghana) Matthew Laws
(a physicist and Dipl. Ing. from Lübeck) and Dr.
med. Rainer Hoffmann (a former chief physician
from the city of Rothenburg ob der Tauber)
checked the delivered goods for proper function
for weeks, they installed them and instructed the
physicians and nurses. These two persons were
dispatched from Germany from the Senior Expert
Service (SES). They also work voluntarily.
Gerhard Lauth, ambassador ich ICH e.V. and
former Mayor of Mosbach was well connected
with SES. He also travelled to Ghana two weeks

Among the hosts were Prof. Ephraim Nsoh Avea
from the partner organisation TEERE, Paramount
Chief Naba Baba SalifuLeyaarum (the highest
ranking king of the region and the regional
Minister Paulina Patience Abayage (her position
is comparable with a Prime Minister in Germany).
Among the members of the delegation were the
ambassador of ICH e.V. Bernd Höhle and Lutz
Bierwirth (he was responsible for photo and film
recordings),

Joachim

Scholz,

an

expert

in

pension legislation from Berlin and of course the
Presidient of ICH e.V. Dieter F. Kindermann..
It was a challenge for the delegation because of
a day temperature of up to 46 degrees and a
night temperature of 35 degrees. But they met

in advance to organise the necessary steps.
In approx.. 6 months the SES-team and Gerhard
Lauth will be on site for a follow-up training.

the challenge although one member needed
healthcare because of the heat.

Help that reaches the people because we control
The President Kindermann announces: „The help

it, “that is the principle of ICH e.V.”
Indeed it was a great festival. The inauguration or
official official handover took place on 14th March
with the hosts and many high ranking guests.
.

for Ghana will be continued. There is a great
need, the poverty is incredible. The people are
absolutely Die Hilfe für Ghana wird fortgeführt.
Der Bedarf ist groß, die Armut unbeschreiblich.
Die Menschen sind absolut amicable and very
friendly. Currently the building of a farm with
guinea hens is planned – helping people to help
themselves”.
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Perspectives concerning sustainability, peace and development at the
Horn of Africa
President presented to him the chronicle of the
Lazarus Union with an individual inscription.
Again the hall was crowded and one could
admire different national customs..
The Chairman of the second meeting was Dr.
Tageldin Hamad who led this session with good
humour. He is also Vice President of UPF
International and he wore his white national
customs as one can see on the photo.

On Wednesday 20th March 2019 President
Senator Prof. Wolfgang Steinhardt and Dir.
Wolfgang Leithner visited the above mentioned

Our former member and former Grand Prefect

event.

Dr. Werner Fasslabend, President of AIES, gave

Head of the first meeting was the operator, Dr.

a well prepared and highly respected speech.

Peter Haider, President of UPF Austria. Our

For lack of time some speeches were reduced.
(Editorial Note: Dr. Werner Fasslabend does not
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have the position of a Grand Prefect of the
Lazarus Union any more).
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Annual Meeting with the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
_______________________________________________________________________________________
The

annual

meeting

with

the

High

Commissioner of the United Nations, Mrs.
Michelle Bachelet Jeria , took place on 3rd
March 2019, at the headquarters of the United
Nations in Geneva.

Michelle Bachelet Jeria from Chile has been
responsible for this task.
The tasks of a High Commissioner
The High Commissioner for Human Rights is the
head of the UN-Human Rights Office in Geneva
(which was combined with the former Geneva
UNCentre for Human Rights in 1997) and
coordinates the tasks of the different UN-Human
Rights Institutions. In addition she can act
independently in order to eliminate obstacles for
Human Rights. Furthermore she can play a
consultative role for other institutions. She reports
directly to the UN-Secretary General.
The main tasks of the OHCHR

The event took place in a totally crowded hall.

Legislation, monitoring and anchoring of Human

The conference hall is provided for 260 people

Rights Standards at national level. The OHCHR

but more than 300 people attended the event.

cooperates with all relevant actors both inside

After a short introducing lecture in which the High

and outside the UN. It especially supports the

Commissioner enlarged upon the 40 Human

UN-Human

Rights Conference currently taking place the

Correspondent at operational level.

emphasis was on answering the questions of the

For more information about UNHCHR/OHCHR

present NGO-delegates. Especially questions

see

about the situation in Africa were discussed.

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/Pages/

Rights

Council

and

is

Special

Home.aspx#tabbedItem4
UN-High

Commission

for

Human

Rights

(UNHCHR

Participants CSLI Switzerland:

The High Commission for Human Rights (in

– Captain CSLI, Chevalier Frédéric Ch. Währen

French: Haut-Commissariat des Nations unies
aux droits de l’homme) is the most important

(Head of Delegation)

interface of protecting Human Rights within the

(Assistance).

– Ensign CSLI, Dame Christine M. Währen

United Nations. The official function of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights was established
by the UN-General Assembly according to the
demand of the Vienna World Conference on
Human Rights 1993. Since September 2018
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Visit at Pula
A report by Wolfgang Leithner

_______________________________________________________________________________________
From 22nd May until 24th May comrade
Wolfgang Leithner, secretary of the Naval
Comradeship

Vice

Admiral

Archduke

Ferdinand Max and two comrades of the
Veteran’s Association, district Horn, visited
Pula (Pola). From 1814 until 1918 Pula
belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Danube
Monarchy.
At the instigation of our name patron, the Naval
Comradeship Vice Admiral Archduke Ferdinand
Max (better known as Maximilian I. of Mexico and
brother of the Emperor Franz Josef I.) Pula was
expanded to be a fortress and a main naval port.
Most of the historic buildings were erected during
this time. Among them the Military Hospital, the
St. Mary’s Church, the Martin’s barracks, the
mechanical school, the Infantry and Artillery
barracks as well as many mansions and houses

On the historic buildings there is unfortunately no

for

information that commemorate these times.

officers

and

officials.

Like Rome Pula was built on seven hills. In 1848
Pula had 1.100 citizens, in 1910 70.000 people
already lived there – at least one quarter of them
were military servants. Currently 57.000 people
live in Pula.
Initially the Naval courtyard has an area of 4.000
m2 . It is estimated that 80.000 dead were buried
on the 22.000 m2 large terrain. Among them 12
Austrian and Hungarian Admirals and many
deceased relatives of the officials. Furthermore
316 fallen soldiers of the “Deutsche Wehrmacht”
(German armed forces) were buried here.
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During the Second World War Pula was also military and submarine base of the German navy
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CSLI Italian District of Toscana activities
The Toscana District of the Corpo Italiano di San

Meeting at the State University of

Lazzaro has realised several important social

Milan

activities during the past months. Among them
are:

the agreement between CSLI Toscana

District and the Livorno City Administration to

The National Chief Communication Officer Dr.

collaborate in protecting and valorising cultural

Alexander Virgili has been invited at the State

and historical heritage in the Livorno area; the

University of Milan, invited by the United Nations

local assembly of members also to inform about

Youth Association of Milan, to give a speech

the new rules provided by Italian Law; the

about

conference

the

reduction. The conference was held the 20 march

procedures to organize public utility activities

at the Department of Political Science of the

according to the “restorative justice” norms; last

University.

but not least the CSLI volunteers of the local civil

university students and members of the Italian

protection operating group will protect a historical

Red Cross. Virgili shared his experience in the

monumental complex of Livorno also promoting

civil protection field and his participation at the

its usability for tourism and cultural purposes

European Forum for Disaster Risk Reduction

thanks to a specific agreement.

where he attended as youth representative.

about

the

“New

citizens”,

youth

engagement

Among

the

for

disaster

participants

risk

many

Security support activities for

Editorial contribution to

Naples’ International Half

Affari Internazionali Magazine

Marathon and Telethon Walk of
Life

The Corpo Italiano di San Lazzaro started a
collaboration with the prestigious Istituto Affari
Internazionali (one of the most ancient Italian

The Naples’ City International Half Marathon, in

think thank on international relations) editing the

February, and the Walk of Life for Telethon

specific column on disaster prevention of the IAI

marathon (to promote research on rare genetic

magazine blog. Already three notes have been

illness) in March, saw the participation of the

published, the initiative indirectly testifies the

local group of civil protection volunteers of the

importance that the CSLI gives to cultural and

Corpo Italiano di San Lazzaro to ensure safety

scientific activities in prevention and in educating

for participants along the city rout. Special thanks

the new generations and the role of the Corps at

to all the volunteers that give their time to support

a national level.

the events.
Prof. Antonio Virgili, Lt. Gen. CSLI
Alexander Virgili, Lt. Col. CSLI

Lazarus Union Vice President

National Chief Communication Officer CSLI Italia

and Commander in Chief of the Italian Corps
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Collaboration agreement signed
between CSLI Italia and the Social

protection, so we are sure it will become one of
the most operating centers of the Italian Corps.

Sciences Department of the

Free seminars for pregnant

“Federico II” University in Naples

women

In April has been signed a wide collaboration

Free seminars, as voluntary activities of some of

protocol

Sciences

our members expert in the field, for pregnant

Department of the “Federico II” University in

women in order to provide them psycho-social

Napoli (one of the oldest Universities of Europe,

support and relaxation techniques. Women in a

having been founded in 1224) and the Corpo

state of economic or social distress have

Italiano di San Lazzaro. The agreement provides

precedence. The seminars are offered, at the

for collaboration in various areas such as

headquarters of the Corps, in repetitive cycles

training,

from January to June.

between

research,

the

Social

definition

of

professional

experts in disasters and emergencies. The
agreement has been signed by the Head of the
University Department Prof. Stefano Consiglio

Prof. Antonio Virgili, Lt. General CSLI
Lazarus Union Vice President
and Commander in Chief of the Italian Corps

and the President and Commander of the Corpo
Italiano di San Lazzaro Prof. Antonio Virgili
during a cordial meeting. Operating cooperation
is expected to start in the coming months for
some training and teaching activities.

Among

the five degree courses in the Department,
greater cooperation is hypothesized in particular
with that in territorial policies.
Alexander Virgili, Lt. Colonel CSLI
National Chief Communication Officer CSLI Italia

Gruppo Civitas Romae
After the initial start-up procedures, as the
assembly of the new members, the activities of
the

new

CSLI

Civitas

Romae

Group,

in

connection with the national headquarters and
officers, are now ready to start. The Group will
be specialised in the historical and archeological
heritage protection field, but will widely cooperate
also for the other usual CSLI Italia activities. The
new CSLI members in Roma already have
experience of common working and heritage
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